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Gone are the days when formality and manners were mandatory. Today, a person's communication

skills and charisma are highly dependent in his sense of humor. It may sound crazy, but jokes and

insults are effective ways to gain control of social situations, but they must be used with

responsibility. With this being said, there has to be a reason why you want to learn insults, but

remember that your reason should never be to make someone else feel miserable - at least not for

a very long time. People use insults and jokes all the time. There are even social events arranged

specifically so that people can throw insults at each other for entertainment. You may not

necessarily be aiming to participate in such events, but insults can still be used to shut someone

down. They can also lighten up dull and boring situations - if used properly. You'll have access to

every type of insult: insults for arrogant people, insults for stupid people, ugly people, and more and

much more. Here are a few:  Did you know that your birth certificate is an apology letter from a

condom company?  I bet your brain is expensive, since it was hardly used  You're so stupid that you

got hit by a car; it was parked.  Your face is something only a mother could love.  Dude, your teeth

are so yellow that when you smile, cars slow down. Download now to receive over 100 more jokes!
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I know the book tells to only use them jokingly or if someone is really annoying. I expected a good

laugh out of this book. But having been bullied in middle school, some of these still sting pretty

good.... either for myself or other poor souls who would go home with hardly no self esteem left. If

you are the least bit sensitive, better leave this one alone.



The title of this review is not too serious. However some may find the racism jokes in bad taste; I

didn't have much of a problem with them except for the bus full of black people going over a cliff

"joke", for some reason didn't find it remotely amusing (no matter what race). The blonde jokes were

lame.I wasn't expecting brand new jokes/insults I have never heard before but most of these were

played out and boring. The ones that were good would have to be studied to remember them since

they were so long. The one liners were great, I know a few people who deserve them, but it would

most likely make enemies.Overall It was nice to read and mostly amusing. Maybe before being

around people I don't like I'll read up on a few just in case ; )

I found most of the insults really funny. I am planning to throw those lines (as a joke) to my friends

for a good laugh. It's nice to get a good laugh once in a while. I'm glad I bumped in to this book.

This book was hilarious and so funny. As reading this book I was laughing out loud and my husband

asked what was so funny I read some jokes out loud and he also thought this book was also

hilarious. I have a few friends that are very skinny I will be using these jokes on them at are next

dinner out. I really like this book. One of my favorite was what's different between a blonde girl and

a put bull anwer lipsticks. Everyone should read this book

Nowaday, " a personâ€™s communication skills and charisma are highly dependent in his sense of

humor ". It may sound crazy, but this book tell me about that logically. This book helped me improve

my confidence and show me how to talk to each other effectively. Because of that funny beginning

will make the conversation feels like more natural. I love it !

haha i was never insulted but was happy reading the book. Don't get insulted but laugh so many

dumb jokes to make you laugh.There's even more aggressive insult that is really funny but it make

sense.I would recommend you to read this book and have fun.

I like to talk a bunch of crap to my friends and co-workers all the time. I have so far found at least

one good insult to use on every one I have come into contact with today. It leaves them rolling their

eyes at me and every one around us is just standing there laughing. Really funny jokes in here.

A lot of insults in this book are funny. But, this book is not for everyone. Not everyone will think this



book is funny and may get offend. I didn't find to much in this book I could use but I did enjoy

reading the insults. I was looking more for status for Facebook but I can't use these because they

really are insults!
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